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The Touchstone Sensemaking 
Diagram

Pirolli and Card 2005, Pirolli and Russell 2011



Need UIs to Stitch Boxes 
Together
(at their seams)





A Neglected Seam:
Between Searching and 

Organizing Search Results



The seam between:

the saving of search results during the 
search triage and the subsequent 
organizing of and thinking about the 
saved information, 

and the inter-leaving of the two.



Saving results itself gets 
little attention



Saving search results in pubmed



Usability Problems?
•  After relevant docs selected, must scroll to the top 

of the page to save them.

•  Too many steps to make a new collection

•  After saving, lose context of earlier query; must 
reconstruct it

•  After reconstruction, doesn’t highlight previously 
saved queries in search results

•  After new docs added to a collection, doesn’t show 
the older docs

• No support for downstream sensemaking.



A better version
(for saving, but not organizing)





This design is good for 
saving ...

But could it do much more 
to aid the organizing step in sensemaking



A Design Challenge 
•  Time-constrained Analysts
•  Currently working with paper

• Millions of documents
• Want to search quickly (triage)

•  Save the best document quickly now, with 
some organizing as they go

•  Look through and organize them in more 
detail later

•  Currently use dual monitors



Legacy Tool
•  Does not show tagged documents 

while being saved

•  Tags are keyboard numbers; cannot 
assign mnemonics

•  Cannot easily arrange or group 
tagged documents

•  Usually print them out and write on 
them





Small Focus Groups

•  Designing a New Tagging Tool
•  Showed Potential Designs

•  Participants were:
•  Intrigued by  Spatial View, Organizing with 

Piles

•  Emphasized Requirement for Low Effort, 
Minimal “Fussing”



Mander et al., 1992
Pile Metaphor



Optimal Flow



VIKI
Marshall, Shipman, CACM 1995



Bae et al 2006



Data Mountain 
(Robertson et al.) 



TRIST and Sandbox
(Wright, Proulx, 2005,6)



TopicShop 
Amento et al., UIST 2000



Initial Pilot
“Organic” layout, allows for overlapping layout, 

nesting, resizing
(7 participants)







Reactions: 
too much fussing

Back to the prototyping board



The Solution

•  Keyboard Letters Create Groups

•  Groups Immediately Visible and Usable

•  Spatial Organizing Available, but with 
Automated Arranging, Minimal Fuss

•  Groups Tightly Coupled to Search



Revision, Study I
Really linked to search engine, with keyboard tagging

4 views; non-overlapping layouts
(20 participants in the lab)













Results (Study I)

•  How often would you change tags?



Results (Study I)

•  How many tags would you apply ?



Results (Study I)

•  How does this compare to the legacy tool?

•  17 / 20 participants indicated 6 (better) 
or  7 (much better) (out of 7)



Final Design, Study II
Better Search, Column Layout, Improved details

(10 participants for 1 hour on their own schedules)







Results (Study II)
•  Behavior:

•  Two completed 2 cases

• One completed 3 cases

•  Seven completed 1 case

• Number of groups varied from 

•  1 group with 3 documents to 

•  15 groups with 23 documents in 2 rows



Results (Study II)

•  6/7: works well for my needs

•  6/7: tagging functionality compared to 
legacy tool

•  6/7: organizing functionality compared to 
legacy tool



Results (Study II)

•  How often would you use this tool?



Not Yet Addressed

•  Integration of Annotations 

•  Supporting Long-Term Categories

•  Supporting Collaborative Categories



Applicability Elsewhere?
•  Citation Search Tools:  YES!

•  Pubmed

• WorldCat

•  Lexis/Nexis (Proquest)

•  Google Scholar

• MS Academic Search

• Web Search Engines?









Applicability Elsewhere?

•  Infomation Gathering Tools?

•  Evernote, Onenote

• Web Search Engines?



Conclusions
•  The details matter for search UIs!

•  In this case, the seam between saving and 
organizing search is tricky

•  The User-Centered Design Process works

•  Four rounds of design in this case

• Minimizing manual movements is a powerful search 
design constraint

•  Seems to be a selling point for spoken input too


